ATTACHMENT L

STAGE CONSTRUCTION
I-215 STAGE 1 MEDIAN WIDENING

0.4 MILE SOUTH OF NUEVO Rd OC TO 0.5 MILE NORTH OF PLACENTIA Ave OC (Sta 1460+00 TO Sta 1585+00)
HARLEY KNOX Blvd OC TO VAN BUREN Blvd OC (Sta 1711+00 TO Sta 1809+50)
I-215 STAGE 2 SB WIDENING AND REALIGNMENT

0.5 MILE NORTH OF PLACENTIA Ave OC TO HARLEY KNOX Blvd OC (Sta 1585+00 TO Sta 1711+00)
I-215 STAGE 1 MEDIAN WIDENING

0.4 MILE SOUTH OF NUEVO Rd OC TO 0.5 MILE NORTH OF PLACENTIA Ave OC (Sta 1460+00 TO Sta 1585+00)
HARLEY KNOX Blvd OC TO VAN BUREN Blvd OC (Sta 1711+00 TO Sta 1809+50)
I-215 STAGE 2 OUTSIDE WIDENING
0.3 MILE NORTH OF PLACENTIA Ave OC TO 0.5 MILE NORTH OF PLACENTIA Ave OC (Sta 1575+00 TO Sta 1585+00)
I-215 STAGE 1 NB WIDENING AND REALIGNMENT

0.5 MILE NORTH OF PLACENTIA Ave OC TO HARLEY KNOX Blvd OC (Sta 1585+00 TO Sta 1711+00)
I-215 STAGE 3 SB WIDENING AND REALIGNMENT
0.5 MILE NORTH OF PLACENTIA Ave OC TO HARLEY KNOX Blvd OC (Sta 1585+00 TO Sta 1711+00)
I-215 STAGE 1 MEDIAN WIDENING
0.4 MILE SOUTH OF NUEVO Rd OC TO VAN BUREN Blvd OC (Sta 1460+00 TO Sta 1809+50)
I-215 STAGE 2 OUTSIDE WIDENING (22")

0.3 MILE NORTH OF NUEVO Rd OC TO 0.6 MILE SOUTH OF PLACENTIA Rd OC (Sta 1492+00 TO Sta 1527+00)
I-215 STAGE 2 OUTSIDE WIDENING (34')

0.5 MILE NORTH OF PLACENTIA Ave OC TO 0.3 MILE SOUTH OF RAMONA EXPRESSWAY OC (Sta 1586+00 TO Sta 1623+00)